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Introduction
To assist Lincolnshire County Council with their Home to School transport review for
children with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities, Lincolnshire Parent Carer Forum
organised two meetings to enable parents to participate in the review. Over 50 people
attended to have their say on the proposed transport arrangements as well as to share their
experiences of using Home to School Transport. The review, which is due to complete by
September 2016, is specifically for children who attend special schools and alternative
provision. The meetings were co-chaired by Lincolnshire Parent Carer Forum and
Lincolnshire County Council representatives from the Transport Department and Special
Educational Needs Department. Additional feedback from parents who were not able to
attend is also recorded in this document.
Message from the Chair
I am delighted that parent carers were able to support these meetings by attending and
sharing their views. It is so important for parent carers to participate in reviews such as this
one; through their experiences, good practice can be identified and replicated whereas
negative experiences can be mitigated through careful commissioning of services.
To further support the value of parent carers’ feedback, the Lincolnshire Parent Carer Forum
has recorded all the responses that were collated at the two meetings. In addition, further
communication was received from parents by email, by post, through our website’s ‘Your
Say’ page and through face to face events such as the Coffee Mornings and Parent-2-Parent
meetings. All feedback received up to the last day of term, is presented verbatim in this
report, recording the parents’ exact words. Where there are abbreviations, these have been
expanded in brackets to facilitate reading.
Feedback from the two meetings of the 19th October, has been kept separate as there was a
distinctive difference in the ethos of the questions posed by parents at each event. Whilst
concerns over the safety of the children were voiced by all parents, Horncastle’s meeting
brought up questions on the safety of rural routes across the Wolds.
This document will be circulated widely to all stakeholders as well as the project board
heading the Home to School Transport Review, in a bid to inform the process currently
underway.
I hope you find it valuable reading and thank you to all who participated and to Lincolnshire
County Council for allowing parent carers to be involved.
With best wishes,

Thérèse Lord
Chair
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Meeting One: Bracebridge Heath, 10:00-11:30am
What are your current issues with transport?


If pick up and drop off times change, how are we expected to take siblings to
mainstream schools?



Would prefer escort to communicate an issue by phone/text after journey rather
than at door in front of children.



They can’t keep to the travel safe plan.



Contacts keep changing each term. Means change bus driver and PA (personal
assistant). Change is upsetting my child and has a kick on school and others.



Dislike the firm Grimsby mini-buses. Have complained a lot, still stuck with them.
Want a change – boys not happy. Have left them at school due to son refusing to
wear harness, he is older now and wants to try without. Bus won’t let him. I
destroyed safe travel plan and withdrew my consent.



Concerns if transport changes:
o

too many children on the transport,

o

journeys being far too long,

o if too many children, what happens if a child requires medical assistance? Is
there enough staff to care for all children on the bus? No concerns currently.


Lack of communication between transport, school and home.



PAs need more info from school/LA (Local Authority) about children.



Change of escorts without notice. In the past but are now regular.



Issues: Keeping long term providers.



Length of journey time and extra pick-ups added to route, lack of understanding of
managing challenging children (made worse by length of journey).



Escorts/PAs confidence e.g. with discipline.



Communication – RTA (Road Traffic Accident), who should inform parents? What’s
the procedure if there is an accident?



Concerns with no clear point of contact for issues or questions about concerns etc.



Clear guidelines for ‘disruptive’ children.
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Concern over PA changes (yet again!!)



Post 16 transport for children with special needs going to school 3 days a week,
college 2 days a week.



Concerns with proposal
safety/management risk.



Are parents allowed to claim petrol monies if they take their child to special schools?
Some parents are not aware of the above. Drivers/firms need to introduce
themselves if new to children.



Constant change of actual car, route, drop-off and pick-up points and times. No
consistency. (Driver) Doesn’t listen to passengers and their needs. Only concerned
with own needs. Habitually lies. Talks frequently about punching people.



Everything works well at present following Easter changes. To change again would
cause huge problems, anxiety and be very hard. My son would not cope with
changes to routines and this would affect families enormously.



Length and time of bus, changing route – picking up children from different area,
making it longer for all/rest of children, phoned and asked for feedback off county
council and still waiting, too many children on bus.



Boys are very happy and settled with current driver and helpers. Any change would
be upsetting.



Length of time on transport, change of PA/driver (regular at the minute), needs of
child (or individuality) not considered now or new proposals, children with new
changes left vulnerable, longer times, lots of changes.



What’s working well? Nothing! Only our own system implemented works!



I have been told that free transport is not available for 16 year olds and above.



If it changes – driver/escort/route – son risks GCSE impact as this comes during
approach leading to the final two years.



Being informed about proposed changes by transport at the last minute, with no
opportunity to express our views.



Staff are transport based, they can drive etc. but have little/no awareness of SEND
needs, behaviours etc.

for

larger

numbers

of

passengers

How to fix the issues/suggestions for improvements?


New transport company to get rid of current one.
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increases



Take the transport services back in-house as long term it saves money and provides
continuity of services.



Can we keep one bus company to one school a year and not every term?



Do not overfill buses with children who need more care and have medical
conditions.



Don’t allow the journeys to be too long.



Continuity of care plan to inform new escorts/contracts so they are aware of child’s
needs.



Interest of child to come first, max time for child on bus, maximum number of pupils
on bus, better communication – returning call (county council).



LCC run its own transport, all issues fixed, run in budget, remove procurement cost.



Parent transport for 16 SEND child.



Need to have it named in EHC Plan to feel confident transport will be provided or
training after school to work etc.



Training needed for PAs and drivers – all SENs are not the same.



Change provider ASAP (as soon as possible), my boys need to be happy on bus.



Could there be a standard format for drivers and PAs to hold necessary information
about needs, contact info, etc.?



Ask parents/carers – keep us informed (communication). Child/need based services.
Efficient doesn’t mean best for child/family/school.



Escorts to communicate difficulties by phone/ text at end of journey – NOT in front
of all passengers.



Don’t change my son’s contract.



Standard format for sharing contact details with PAs etc.



Yearly contracts, not term contracts



Transport needs to go on EHC plan automatically if entitled.



Parents need to be informed of all changes, before anything is set in stone.



Transport needs to be on the EHC Plan; it’s a legal and live document, as per old
statement, so it’s contradictory to say it doesn’t need to be in black and white or
that transport will continue.
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Another forum (meeting) once council have decided on new transport way forward
before it’s set in stone.



Some parents have a grip with some taxi firms and it’s taken to personally that a
parent has to take the child to school. As their escort has been changed and ASD
(Autistic Spectrum Disorder) has come out re meltdowns.



Have a meeting again.



Provide sick bags on transport and cleansing materials.



Post 16 students with special need who are able be issued with a bus pass that
allows them freedom to and from school/college.



Any new providers should meet family at home, child - meet driver/escort/see
bus/car/etc. in advance – it helps.

What current communication methods work with your
transport provider?


We are very grateful for our son’s transport! We have a lovely, kind escort who I
know cares about my son.



Verbal everyday (works well), mobile phone number (works well), Council not
communicating all changes, parents providing child’s care plan (works well)



Verbal communication with same driver’s assistant daily



Council not communicating changes



Children know where they are with things – familiarity.



Phone and text message.



I don’t. Have nothing to say to them. They don’t talk to me (escort) does not even
say hello to boys. Have their mobile, don’t use it – I contact LCC with my issues –
they don’t take any notice anyway.



I am in constant contact with provider at all times, never a problem.



Talking to driver direct (when he answers his phone)!



Text messages, speaking to driver directly (speaking to escort NOT so effective)!



Small taxi so able to just speak to escort. This works well for us.



Great time -pick-up, brill driver and helpers.



Everything is currently fine, bus on time, children happy with driver/escorts.
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Escort understands child’s needs and is able to communicate effectively with home,
child and school.



My Easter review worked well – change of contract provider – because it was
planned well - new contractor came to house, met son – with driver and escorts and
with bus – allowed him to see it, sit on it.



No change with contract but improved communication.

Other comments and questions.


My son’s transport is brilliant



My son has complex needs and can’t cope in confined vehicles or with a lot of
people. We’ve finally reached a status quo after some upheaval. However, as far as
I’m aware, there is no SAFE TRAVEL PLAN in place. How do we get this?



Why are more and more children being squeezed onto our child’s bus when there
are separate buses going to those areas that are practically empty. That is not child
centred or efficient. The route is longer, the risk is greater – this will not change with
the new changes.



Brick wall from county re: post 16 transport help for post mainstream children with
SEN – refusing to help – refuse to allow us to purchase subsidised pass to college she
must travel to.



There are none with this firm. Only solution change companies (or escort) quickly.



Do you have a maximum time for length of journey to/from school? Do you take into
account the child’s individual needs e.g. toilet training?



Who is entitled to transport? What are the rules?



Where in the EHCP (Education Health and Care Plan) does transport info go?



Bring services back in house as North Lincs Council have done for years. Long term it
saves money.



Does my son have a safe travel plan? Who writes this? Who is a point of contact at
LCC (Lincolnshire County Council)?



Are risk assessments carried out for each child on each transport and by whom?



My response to all the options is really the same (I don’t know enough about specific
options). Will my child be considered as an individual for the duration of his time to
be transported? E.g. is his journey time too long? Are there too many in his taxi?
View for all [options proposed].
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Options proposed and corresponding comments.
Option A: Do minimum


The amount of children continues to be increased and continue trip to be longer.



Don’t change.



We have worked with same provider since starting school and have worked towards
this current goal which is working. It’s just pressures from the council.

Option B: In-house service provision


No flexibility if child has issues with particular provider.



It would be clear who to contact if there were an issue – no third parties.

Option C: Shared service approach


Too many different staff



Differing term dates



Why complicate things further?

Option D: Crossed out – not an option. Ruled out in meeting by Lincolnshire County
Council transport representative.
Option E/ F: Area/Cluster based contracts


No! The children are not numbers – the needs are so individual that they can’t be
considered by area.

Option G: Establishment based contracts


Passing the buck – school already struggles with everything they are responsible for,
cannot handle dealing with transport contracts too – that is responsibility of
government via LA (Local Authority).



If have different contractors to some schools would
procedures/conflicting rules/regs (regulations)/lack of continuity.



I would like my son’s school to be more involved with his transport. They are the
experts on his SEN and know him. They know how to address his needs and would
be capable of providing training and support to transport staff.



Might improve communication!



What happens if there is an issue for a couple of children with the specific provider?
There would be no alternative!
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be

differing



Work well with my child as long as contract is yearly and he keep his driver and PA –
great idea.



If contract provider goes bust whole school is without transport with no flexibility.

Suggestions.


Option H of taking own child and being reimbursed – parking?



Please remember that you’re working with children and families – NOT numbers!
EVERY CHILD MATTERS!!



Offer options for all situations when transport issues arise, i.e. private mileage.
(Never given this! Saved LCC loads of money).



Look more closely at children living in some areas to share transport more
effectively!!! Instead of 2 x taxis, one bus.



Empower parents, give out a copy of SEND policy and guidelines for transport when
a child is awarded transport.

General concerns and other feedback.


Answers for [options] a, b, c, d, e. Concerns are: max children on bus, safety and risk
assessment, max time on bus, shared service provider means less control as difficult
enough dealing with one authority.



As a parent, I would like to know what the local council guidelines are that transport
providers are supposed to adhere to.



Priorities for any of the outcomes: minimum amount of travel time, minimum
amount of children, minimum amount of risk, training for PA and drivers, CHILD
CENTRED PLANNING, effective communication from provider and council.



At this time in my college (?) of 100 hours, three mini buses from Grimsby come to
collect five children – cannot be cost effective to two schools in same town. When
this happened my boys were split from friends.



Would they have the vehicles/staff to cover this?



Not on taxi with friends – currently is and it currently works.



If council can’t run their own service then cluster would be the next best thing for (1)
positive time scheduling (2) relationships – point of contact.



Lincolnshire is huge and children do not go to school in their area or county. Each
school own taxi would have extra travelling for pupils.
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Well done LPCF (Lincolnshire Parent Carer Forum) for putting on forum after
council’s cancelled ones due to allegedly low numbers!!!



Cancelled nearer meetings!!! Today’s meeting – organise a meeting with council
staff who don’t know details. Parents told to write concerns down, then get no
answers. Totally unprofessional way of working!!!
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Meeting two: Horncastle, 01:00-02:30pm
What are your current issues with transport?


Pick-up time keeps changing, no warning, sudden changes upset the child.



My son feels he is criticised by the drivers and escort which makes him anxious.



My son doesn’t like being touched due to his autism but he is put in the back
between two people/kids.



Never been introduced to taxi driver or escort. Don’t know what escort looks like
even – she has never introduced herself. The driver never smiles or looks friendly
towards my son.



Pick up from home is far too early, 7:45; my daughter has chronic fatigue syndrome,
so being in a car for over an hour before the school day starts is unfeasible. I have
complained to transport department about this. Having complied with procedure to
‘prove diagnosis’ I am still waiting for a response from Mr Robinson, head of
children’s service.



Journey of five hours often held up by accidents or road-works on M5/M6/M62 etc.



The journey to school (with a comfort break) takes at least 5 hours. Weekends home
are every 3 weeks, not weekly. To fix in to contractor’s hours he arrived late on
Friday (10pm) and has to leave midday on Sunday = erodes the contact with families
and friends.



Pick-up time, too long on the bus, especially for autistic children, and drop-off times.



The amount of time it takes to go to and from school as it starts at 8:50 but
collection is 8 am.



The time to collect and drop off. We don’t want any longer time on the bus as
children get irritable, especially for autistic children.



Child being picked up at 8am and arriving at school at 8:35/8:40. Child sat in taxi for
10-15 minutes.



Journey too far and taxing for me as a parent to do in one day, but subsistence rates
are not even contemplated by LCC.



I have been trying to get pick-up from home time made later, since before the
beginning of term – i.e. August. I am still waiting for a considered response from the
transport dept.



Distance too far for boy to come home if ill during term time.
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Mileage calculated by shortest journey distance, NOT route actually had to be taken
= not fair!



No communication except for an answerphone.

How to fix the issues/suggestions for improvements?


For the taxi company and escort to talk to families more.



Contracts need to be longer. Better pay for PA to stop the continuing change due to
low wages.



Have a good knowledge of the disability of the children they are carrying.



Negotiated an early pick-up at end of term or home weekends so misses ½ day at
school. But goes home by 7pm if traffic good.



A good understanding of the disabilities the taxi is transporting. They also need to
understand and believe the child’s condition on the EHC Plan.



Taxi driver and escort introduce themselves and be approachable for small
problems.



1) Use treated roads, 2) issue a mobile number for escort for use, not an
answerphone, 3) Stop having a constant change of driver/escort and vehicle.



Make allowances for individual diagnosis, i.e. my daughter’s chronic fatigue
syndrome. A solution would be FLEXIBILITY rather than the current RIGID
constraints.



Listen to suggestions from parents. Why make things so difficult when there are
solutions and may even save money? Pick-up points, hubs, let parents liaise with
other transport.



Asking transport providers to collect children a little bit later to avoid children sitting
in taxi for less time but only if this is possible.



Taxis with less children.



More buses needed or actual taxis, more direct transport to school.



To agree a time with families.



For the escort to have a mobile phone.



The SEND team are not always right. Listen to parents, read their emails that suggest
ideas regarding transport. Life could be made easier and money may be saved.



Out of hours transport services telephone number.
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Out of hours transport hire to LEA (Local Education Authority)?



Parents to commission their own transport – LEA (Local Education Authority) pay. At
least you save on commissioning costs.

What current communication methods work with your
transport provider?


Reasonably good verbal communication with provider which has built up over time,
seems genuinely interested in daughter’s needs.



I telephone the taxi company when my daughter is too ill to attend.



Keeping the same bus driver and helper for every journey to and from school. Happy
with communicating with county. Happy with communicating with school. Both have
helped out with transport with our children.



Parents to communicate with driver/provider. I, myself, find this to work very well
indeed.



We text our driver (Amvale) if we have changes to make. Our driver calls us if she is
going to be late or for any other problems. We see both members of the team every
day so can talk any problems through.



Having the same bus driver and help.



I have had personal contact with the council on providing private transport for my
son in Boston as the company are awful and they have been very helpful.



I phone Acorn head office or school office.



Mobile phone, email, doorstep chats, no improvement needed.



School is great about letting boy out early so he can get home at a more reasonable
hour.



Boy likes his taxi driver. So far, contract has lasted 3 years.



Times do stay when it is agreed with all parties.



He gets to school and back to a school he loves.



[Works well] Our transport provider is Amvale Grimsby from Horncastle to St Francis
school Lincoln



Our transport works well, we have had continuity for the last 4 years and are able to
communicate directly with the driver/carer.
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Other comments and questions.


How would single large contractor affect my mileage claim? I occasionally do the run
myself.



Unsure how flexible we can be if there is an emergency and need boy home in a
hurry.



I wish boy’s school was closer to home, but nothing as specialist as he needs in local
or nearby area.

Options proposed and corresponding comments.
Option A: Do minimum


Hubs unless child/adult is physically disabled.



No, because the provision is patchy with the care of the child.



It should not stay the same as it is now, my daughter has to get used to a new
provider every term – this is unacceptable as it is unsettling and disruptive.



Things are working very well at the moment but if any changes are needed try and
make it a last resort.



Keep it as it is. With same driver and PA everyday if possible.



What is most efficient for LCC with definitely not be what is in the best interest of my
daughter, already stated you will have to look at lone transport.



Keep ours as it is.



Continuity of existing relationship.

Option B: In-house service provision
 In-house a good idea in most cases.


This could make the system more accountable and hopefully more efficient. Drivers
could be specifically trained to deal with special needs people.



LCC would have greater ‘control’ of the overall transport arrangements.



Central organisation = should make for greater efficiency and uniform provision but
is this achievable in the time frame?



Cost too much to [do] in-house.
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This would cost too much. The depots would be spread too far for costs. Servicing of
vehicles would be too much as the council could not afford new buses which come
with warranties. Cost could soon mount with older vehicles as per the old roadcar!



It would be much easier for parents on a simplified basis (same drivers? Same carer
on board, same vehicle?) (Visually etc. for ASD children). For yourselves (council),
would it be easier IF funding could be sorted? Perhaps a contribution from families?
Or fundraising. Does the money given to schools for EHCP cover transport?

Option C: Shared service approach


This would be fine if very close to the county border but any further and Lincolnshire
would lose out as per usual because we are a large rural county, it always seems that
the south and west of the county always have good provision for autistic children.
Louth and its area are always losing out.



Consultation with the bordering authorities should take place to ensure cooperation.



Could work well, on the boundaries of the county, hopefully properly trained carers
and drivers.

Option D: Crossed out – not an option. Ruled out in meeting by Lincolnshire County
Council representative.
Option E/ F: Area/Cluster based contracts


Look at children in specific areas, maybe they are in the same class and so may be
willing to share taxi/minibus.



Medication might have to be given too early if child being picked up too early.



More children in same vehicle will probably mean additional travel times.



Would be welcome as long as timing is good.

Option G: Establishment based contracts


One provider to have one contract for entire school would not work as you may have
children with different needs being put on wrong transport, timings would not work
for all as you may have children travelling earlier and home later, medication big
issue as well.



Could lead to possible sub-contracting from the established based provider which I
know would be a possible nightmare as regards the child’s needs – too many cooks.
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Sounds a very good idea. We can contact the school with any problems.



Scope for a better relationship between drivers/schools/users.



Do not want providers mixing disabled children with the normal because of cost.



Efficiencies i.e more children in same vehicle will probably mean additional travel
times

Suggestions.


Pay parents to transport child to school.



Could there be the option for the parent to source the provider themselves and/or
to provide the transport themselves and receive the relevant expenses?



Drivers and PAs should have proper training.



We would not want to take our children to our school ourselves due to work
concerns. My wife cannot drive due to bad eyesight.



Council to contribute to parents for transport own children to school. Parents and
carers to have free bus travel to use for transporting children to school and for help
getting around the county to various events/groups.



Council pay parents to transport their own children.



Introduce option for parent/family to make own arrangements.



Personal payment to parents for transport also transport hub or parents liaise with
existing provider.



Need to have an ‘introduction and communication
parents/driver/escorts have each other’s contact details.

pack’

where

General concerns and other.


For options A-G, Boy uses single provider transport to do unique journey, I can’t see
it changing at all. Whatever you end up with it is still going to be a mix of options and
a logistical pain in the ***. I can’t see how this consultation will improve things
much.



For options A-G, Whoever takes the child to school – the driver and escort need to
have a good knowledge of the disabilities the child has.



For options B/C – new provider/PA would possibly affect the child and may upset
routine, also times of collection could be issue as child may get picked up earlier and
be dropped off later.
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I am terrified about what happens after my boy reaches 16 he will still need very
specialised provision but I won’t be able to afford the transport for it.



When planning transport take into account after school clubs.



For options A-G, The best option would be for the council to do its own in-house
contracts as all criteria would be met. With other providers some are good, some are
bad. Most are trying to save costs. (Option) G could also work very well. Any
problems need to be acted upon, so you need a point of contact separate to the
provider.



Safety, ease of communication, continuity.
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Website comments
What are your current issues with transport?


My child cannot communicate freely with taxi driver and if he does he can’t
understand as they probably don’t speak clear English. Not really entitled to an
escort as no-longer a danger to himself or others when travelling!



Don’t know whether they have any training with regards to son’s issues (I give up
speaking to the transport office as they can be quite rude, i.e. we do not have the
money, sort it yourself, take him yourself, to name just a few quotes over the years
from the office).



Contract suddenly changing. My son has had more than his fair share of taxi
companies and including the 6 week holiday was not aware until quite late on that it
had again changed. Consequently not notified until late on, thus putting a strain on
myself to chase up to be told by the office the Tuesday before they went back ,”it
was sorted weeks ago”. Erm, no it was NOT, as on the previous Friday nothing had
been finalised! Children form bonds with one company and get distraught when
things change suddenly.



Children can become withdrawn, distressed, confused! It’s us families who are left to
pick up the pieces and can lead to days of heartache. For the children who wish to
take train on their way back from school, there is a service at 16:01 pm to
Nottingham. It is generally difficult for younger pupils to catch this train as they
arrive to station by 16:05-16:10 at earliest. Then there is a long wait for another 45
minutes for next train at 16:45 pm. We wonder if it would be possible to space out
the trains at half an hour intervals especially at these needy times for school pupils
please. Current issues with my son’s transport is that they have English as a second
language so it is not that easy to talk to them if you have a problem or query as don't
understand a lot of the time. They could be fixed by having someone who had
English as a first language so that it is easy to talk to them if you have a problem or
query. The mechanism that has helped me communicate with the transport provider
is going through the local authority transport and getting them to get the message
through to the transport provider. I feel that the local authority also need to be
aware that some children have medication at a certain time that cannot be changed
and need to be made aware that that child needs to be home for that time or allow
children to take controlled drugs on the taxi if that child is unable to get home for
the time that they need the medication. These are my views and would love for
these to be raised. Thank you so much.



Why do companies have to tender for contracts every term? It would be best if
contracts only change yearly for continuity of care. Late in arranging transport to
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school (school Holiday time) having been asked three times to sign & return
agreement when already sent back to office & they had confirmed receipt.


Time to pick up 30 mins after school ends (county not arranged transport for correct
time when arranged). Leaves us having to arrange where pupil can stay in school as
after school clubs are paid for by parents in private schools.



Tel. office re transport had to re-explain issues to a third party when letter gave a
named person to talk to. Had to contact transport provider ourselves to arrange a
meet, took three calls to arrange a call back.



Need to be informed in advance of change of driver.

How to fix the issues/suggestions for improvements?


By getting the transport staff to engage with parents either in groups, parent forums
or at home etc. and stop hiding behind a phone!



Transport at the moment doesn’t even come from our town, so there is no bond,
whereas previous drivers have and find them easier to approach. Local companies
are always better in our case as my son then can form bonds by seeing them when
going around town, a much friendlier approach.



Look at the “bigger picture” when making decisions based on money.



Need to have drivers autism trained due to issues they can encounter re anxiety,
light sensitivity & sensory issue or medical issues e.g. epilepsy etc. or behaviour.



Would be great if had name of drivers issued to parents in writing as names hard to
say or spell if driver from EU (European Union) countries.



Cab to carry a carers’ card explaining pupils’ issues if accident happens & driver hurt
so pupil could be looked after properly by e.g. ambulance, police. Also parent’s
communication details for them to be informed.



Would be better if these drivers only carried special licenses to drive these type of
people e.g. autism aware taxi drivers, for young & elderly, so not just school runs but
all special needs in society are catered for.



Needs to be overseen by County directly as drivers need to be fully vetted for child
protection etc.



Transport department should be included closely with statement or EHC planning so
correct information is included in access to transport.



Lack of training for drivers, driver requested it but company would not do it. Not first
aid or epilepsy trained. Peterborough council very good. Training should be
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mandatory. Some taxi companies are undercutting but not coming up to the same
standard.


I did raise concerns with county a while ago when I booked and I attach for your info
my feedback and the response.

What is currently effective with your transport?


Met owner of Liberty cars to discuss complications & explain complicated issues re
car journey. Light sensitivity to bright lighting & colour white in any form. Migraines
and lighting issues for headlights on cars in & out car etc.



Types of issues that pupil may display if unwell.



Same person to collect at beginning of & end of day (2 people) & car to travel in



Driver escorts pupil to door of school due to not being able to access front entrance,
driver has calm manner & voice in lower tone.



Driver introduced themselves to parent & school team leaving tel. numbers for
direct contact.



Informed by driver if any change happening. E.g. pupil carries phone, can inform
parents if running late if driver asks.



Driver makes sure parent is home when pupil dropped off.



Driver asked first if pupil could cope with music on in car or not (good as Autism
sensory overload).

General comments.


Their attitude (managers) is appalling, as a parent that has a child/children with
issues they should have an extreme care approach, as it should be treated with care!
They really come across as if they own it (the service). I am not totally naïve and
understand there are cuts, but on a professional score, should not ever be made
public through this channel, as to be frank, I am a fed up parent who only tries to put
in place as “normal as possible” life for her child/children and having to use said
service as the local schools cannot accommodate him (and yes he has been a LCC
guinea pig!)



I have received the letter with regards to my son’s transport. I'm unable to attend
the meeting but I'm very disappointed to see transport may be withdrawn from my
son and other children who have special needs and this transport is essential for
them to get to school and their safest option. I do drive but I have a large family and
other children who attend different schools, so my son would always be late into
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school and this will be disruptive to his routine and also be disruptive not just for him
and our family but also for school.


I received a letter with regard to the fact that the LCC are reviewing the way that
home transport is provided. I would like to add my views: Why are both meetings for
this in the north of the county and at a time during the day when a lot people are at
work? There can sometimes be trouble on the bus between the children and there is
no older person to be able to prevent it. This could perhaps be fixed by having a
sensible year 11 on the bus as a bus prefect/monitor to help. I have not had
communication with the transport provider, although they have sent home letters in
the past about behaviour in general. If there have been problems with the school
bus being late, the school have said ring the bus company which is not really helpful.
The buses can sometimes be very late or not arrive at all. This is bad enough in the
summer but in the winter this is really unacceptable. They have to be at the bus stop
by 8.20 and usually wait until the registration time (8.45) before leaving. This can
mean that they are sometimes out for 35-40 minutes waiting in the cold or rain.
There are no bus shelters. Having large bus shelters would be very good for when
the weather is pelting it down with rain or it’s cold.



I am quite annoyed with the council as the last review was 2013 and they assured
me there would not be another one for five years? Which should be 2018. We are
very happy with our current transport provider the staff from Marks Transport are
excellent. My Child’s respite transport is arranged with them also. We have no desire
for any of this to change. I will say some buses have too many children on and not
enough staff for the needs of the children though.



Unfortunately I am unable to attend the meeting on 19 Oct but would like to make
my feelings known about the current transport service. My son uses transport every
day and the service we have received over the last 5 years has been brilliant. We
have always had reliable, kind and friendly drivers and escorts. My son is very happy
to go on his bus and always has been. I would urge the Council not to change our
current transport arrangements, as the results could be devastating to my son and
the rest of my family.



We cannot make the two meetings you have planned but thought it was worth
sending in a few thoughts. Our daughter attends KGGS (school) in Grantham on an
AC Williams bus from Boston. The bus service is reliable, the bus drivers are very
friendly and efficient. The only flexibility that would be helpful for us is for her to be
able to bring a friend home at times (obviously we would pay for these extra trips),
or have the flexibility to be able to pay additionally for her to go back on other
routes in the same way.
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Bad - when statement or EHC plan is sorted it is often too late to get the nearest
school to meet the child’s needs. This would save money for LCC if they stuck to the
criteria. Bad - child was being strangled by another pupil - escort didn't notice it. Bad
- taxis often break down - why are the vehicles not roadworthy? Good - Marks taxis drivers and escorts have an assessment and appropriate training.



I am very pleased with my son’s transport.



If same day due to illness (due to anxiety it may cause child & sensory overload
issues).



I think cancelling all these appointments made for transport is very bad practice,
parents have enough pressure sorting childcare and juggling work commitments
without LCC just adding problems into our daily lives...what happens to individual
support, every family is unique and valued…yep LCC made everyone feel valued and
important especially the ones that don't have access to the internet to fill in the
survey, I do hope they have contacted these parents to let them know.



I have decided to email you in regards to the County Council reviewing the transport
arrangements for children with Special Needs to school/college. I was going to go to
one of their events but so far they have cancelled them all! I was just wanting to get
across that so far my child has had a horrendous time with this so called service. I
wrote a complaint letter to the Department about this but as the Home to School
Transport is being reviewed I thought I would attach my complaint letter to this
email to let you know my views. I appreciate your time and if anyone could get my
views across that would be much appreciated.



We have only just started transport on 8th Sept 2015. Up to now bit late in arranging
the transport due to county only agreeing change to school three weeks before
school started. Had to chase up a meeting with Transport due to complications with
light sensitivity issues our child has & travel. Once contact made all went well with
transport. Two taxi drivers cover my child’s run they have been very accommodating
& our child feels they are caring towards needs.



In my experience I have often found the transport department at Lincoln quite
frustrating. They seem to change the transport as often as I have hot dinners! In the
past, and in fact even recently now, my son has changed to college, his taxi provider
has changed for no apparent reason. He just gets used to one set of people and then
it changes. It must surely cost more to go through the tendering process and change
the transport as it does to keep the same provider? Fortunately my son is quite
resilient but I can imagine that some young people are not quite so. When he was at
school they changed his transport route which meant he had to travel an extra 12
miles (each way) every day to collect children from around Boston adding an extra
hour on to his already long day, this impacted on his learning as he was always very
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tired. I did speak and write to the transport department about this but to no avail as
they were quite assertive in insisting that this was within reason!! Even during this
summer holidays when I needed some advice about what form to complete the
woman I spoke to in the transport department was quite abrupt and rude. I now
contribute towards my son’s transport each term which is approx. £400 per year in
total. I have to say however that even though the taxis have changed many times
over the years the drivers and escorts in the main have been fine and have been
briefed about my son’s condition.


We are about to transition from primary to secondary and will be requesting a
special school for Year 7 as we live in Stamford and our options are either Spalding
or Grantham which both entail a lengthy drive. As a parent new to this I would like
transport to be able to give us an idea of how long the school journey would be to
school. This is a rational factor in deciding which school someone should attend but
we have not been able to ascertain a ball park figure to help our decision making. I
think parents should be given truthful average school journey times when making
important decisions. Surely this information is collected by drivers and escort staff
and could be shared? As parents we understand that journey times fluctuate but an
average figure could surely be more easily given.



My son was refused transport by the council and I have to take him myself which
cost more than I would like because I decided through other parents talk, my local
school wouldn't be able to help my son and just wanted the extra money as they did
with 2 parents I know and failed and neglected against the child, I tried to appeal this
decision but not even got a reply letter so asking me to review [**] service etc.
taking step for my son should be allowed to try in mainstream school like any other
child and not an additional need school, feel appalled as a low income parent and
also unwell, get no help from no-one, disgraceful.



Copy of email to transport department sent to LPCF regarding transport:

My wife J**** kindly forwarded your mail to me, including the mail from
your Transport Inspector [.]
I can only say that I am appalled if the statement attributed to […] Essential is correct
and that the first time a risk assessment will be undertaken, will be when the driver
is about to turn off the A road onto the minor road between the A16, Harrington Hill,
Stockwith Mill Bridge and the A158 at Hagworthingham during cold winter weather
conditions.
Both my wife and I had hoped to have sight of a copy of the winter weather risk
assessment undertaken by your department and/or the transport provider.
What we have had sight of at best is that:
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a. [the inspector] feels the minor road route is suitable in good conditions. Which
rather begs the question what type of vehicle did he use for his inspection.
and
b. [Essential] states that if the weather becomes ice/snow the driver will dynamically
risk assess the road.
Neither of these two statements forms the basis of a proper documented risk
assessment, which should then form the safe working method to be adopted.
From a winter weather prospective I have taken the trouble to fill in a generic risk
assessment form, adding weight to the risk factors due to the poor record for fatal
road accident deaths here in Lincolnshire. I suggest that your department looks a
little more closely at this issue.
One area that seems to be left hanging in the air is that of 'stress'. These children are
supposed to reach school both safely and stress free. It is perhaps difficult to risk
assess stress during the journey but it should not be forgotten that these children
are fully aware that they are bouncing along a narrow country lane bedevilled by
sharp bends and narrow passing points. While at the same time encountering on
coming tractors, vans, trucks, etc!
I would like to have sight of a copy of the original winter risk assessment carried out
by the transport provider and/or yourselves.
A final thought, today in Sutton it is very foggy and probably will be all the way to
Horncastle. Drivers using the cut through via Harrington Hill this morning won't even
have the aid of white line markings. [Child] will not be on the school transport this
morning.
Regards
********


Found the whole experience very frustrating and confusing for my child’s transition
to college. Not only did it affect my child who doesn't cope with change at all. But
upset beyond help as I was unable to give positive answers to her questions.
In future i would hate other parents to go through what we went through just
because of lack of communication between school and the colleges and the
transport company



I have received the letter with regards to my son’s transport he attends Mayflower
specialist school (Aegir community school Gainsborough).
I'm unable to attend the meeting but I'm very disappointed to see transport may be
withdrawn; my son and other children have special needs and this transport is
essential for them to get to school and their safest option, I do drive but I have a
large family and other children who attend different schools so my son [*******]
would always be late into school and this will be disruptive to his routine and also be
disruptive not just for him and our family but also for school.
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I am single mum of three children. My son who has ASD and ADHD he attend Lincoln
St Christopher's School in Lincoln. He get pick up in the morning and in the
afternoon. If the school transport was to stop I won't be able to get my son to
school because I don't drive plus he can’t cope with different routines. Plus I have a
middle son to take to school and my daughter goes to nursery. So I would be upset if
the school Transport stops all together.

Written correspondence


Letter received as follows:
Taxi transport for special needs children – we have no initial concerns over the taxi
service provided for our child. In fact we are more than happy with them as they
provide a greater care for him as they know his needs and abilities. If transport were
taken aware there would be no way we could get him to & back from school as I
(mother) cannot drive and father obviously has work.
The only special needs school close to us is in Grantham due to his needs some 43
mile round trip and the taxi service is vital for us otherwise he would have to stay at
home and be home tutored as there is no other means of transport for us.
My son would certainly not be capable of using transport on his own as he would be
very anxious and become confused. He has also made many friends in his taxi.
Taxi service has been invaluable to us not only in his transport to and from school
but also in him making friends but also knowing his needs and accommodating to
them.
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Appendix A – Invitation to parent carers to the meetings on 19th
October 2015

September 2015
THIS LETTER APPLIES TO PARENT CARERS OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
ATTENDING SPECIAL SCHOOLS AND ALTERNATIVE PROVISION ONLY.
Dear Parent Carer
You may be aware that Lincolnshire County Council is currently reviewing the way
that home to school transport is provided, with a view to making possible changes
from September 2016. This is an invitation for you to join us at a meeting, giving you
an opportunity to discuss what any changes may be and how that may affect your
child.
We have set up two meetings for parents/carers who are already accessing SEND
home to school transport, you can attend either one. These are:
Date: Monday 19th October 2015
Time: 10am to 11.30am
Venue: Lincoln Methodist Church Hall, Grantham Road, Bracebridge Heath, Lincoln
LN4 2LE
Date: Monday 19th October 2015
Time: 1pm to 2.30pm
Horncastle Community Centre, Manor House Street, Horncastle, Lincs, LN9 5HF
Light refreshments will be available at both events. There is limited parking space at
the venues, so please check our website for nearby parking information.
To let us know how many seats you would like reserved and which venue you would
like to attend, please complete the details through this link:
www.surveymonkey.com/r/RCXZXRG or you can email us using this address
admin@lincspcf.org.uk or you can phone 0845 33 11 310 (leave a message and we
will return your call).
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Please note, bookings are to be made 2 days in advance and in the event of low
numbers these meetings may be cancelled. If they are cancelled, we will contact you
on the contact details you leave with us at the time of booking.
At these events the Local Authority are looking to understand your views on the
following:
 What do you think are the current transport issues with your child's
transport?
 How could they be fixed?
 What communication mechanism has previously worked well between you
and your transport provider?
 What else would you like the Local Authority to know about transport?
When we meet we will have an opportunity to consider various delivery options and
any possible impacts. We need to hear your views!
If you are unable to join us in person, then please share your views by adding them
online to the “Your Say” page of our website or you can email us on
admin@lincspcf.org.uk
If you are unfamiliar with our charity, we are the recognised Parent Carer Forum for
Lincolnshire. Our role is to help parent carers of children with SEN and Disabilities to
participate in decision making with the Local Authority and NHS. We also provide
information and support; take a look at our website for more details.
To join our FREE network of over 2,200 parents and carers, use the ‘subscribe’ page
on our website www.lincspcf.org.uk or you can complete the attached form and post
it to the address below.
We really look forward to hearing from you. You can be assured of a warm welcome.
Best wishes,
Thérèse Lord on behalf of the LPCF Team
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